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spiritualist

spiritualism
noun [ U ]

UK �  /ˈspɪr.ɪ.tʃu. l.ɪ.z m /  US �  /ˈspɪr.ə.tʃu. l.ɪ.z m /

Related word

ə ə ə ə

the belief that living people can communicate with people who have died
� *

�  SMART Vocabulary: related words and phrases

apparition astral plane

aura chi

chthonic ectoplasm

ghostly incorporeal

incubus necromancer

necromancy Ouija board

reincarnation soul

spectre spirit

séance wight

wraith zombie

Souls, spirits & ghosts

See more results »

EXAMPLES of spiritualism

spiritualism
Abstraction should not be confused with spiritualism, which is just abstraction from location.

In an age when technology and materialism seemed to have undermined religious faith, a new
'modern spiritualism' was suddenly born, and it exploded into prominence.

These examples are from corpora and from sources on the web. Any opinions in the examples do not represent the opinion of the
Cambridge Dictionary editors or of Cambridge University Press or its licensors.

From the Cambridge English Corpus .

From the Cambridge English Corpus .
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Translations of spiritualism Need a translator?
Get a quick, free translation!

in Chinese (Traditional)

（認爲⽣生者可與死者交流的）招魂說，通靈…
See more

in Chinese (Simplified)

（认为生者可与死者交流的）招魂说，通灵…

See more

in Portuguese

espiritismo…
See more

in more languages !
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